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• Against a weak macro-economic environment, investment 
grade fixed income yields are and will remain ultra-low

• Fixed income is now more of a dying asset class than a  
no-brainer for asset allocators, and real assets offer  
investors higher yielding solutions

• Thanks to superior cash flow characteristics and capital value 
preservation, diversified residential, in Europe in particular,  
is an excellent substitute for fixed income 

• There is a 250-300 basis point yield spread compared with  
an average ten-year government bond yield

• With inflation concerns rising, residential is a good natural 
hedge thanks to explicit rental indexation

• Looking ahead, European residential will emerge strongly  
from COVID-19

• Post COVID-19, European residential markets offer investment 
opportunities across the risk spectrum … but investors need  
to rely on experienced and well-resourced managers to reap 
the benefits of this large market

Key points
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Since the global financial crisis (GFC) of 2007-2008, governments have responded to slowing economies 
with increasingly aggressive monetary easing measures. These include negative interest rates and huge 
asset purchases designed to help stimulate aggregate demand by households and companies. 

While successful in easing conditions in financial markets, these actions have caused the stock of sub or 
near zero yielding bonds to balloon. The situation has been further aggravated by the China-US trade war 
and the COVID-19 pandemic and its severe impact on the global economy and capital markets. 

In July 2020, Bloomberg reported that world’s pile of debt with a negative yield was nearing the USD15tn 
(€12.9tn) mark. It also reported that this trend was being mirrored in the corporate bond world, with 
negative-yielding euro corporate bonds reaching to €267bn (USD 311bn), adding that it would take a 
25-basis-point drop in average corporate yields to boost this number by another €500bn (USD 583bn).1  
The combined stock represents nearly a fifth of the total debt issued by governments and companies  
around the world.

Sub-zero yields are an oxymoron and defy economic logic. Worse, they turn the traditional safe haven of 
fixed income instruments into a fixed expense. In response, institutional investors globally are being forced 
to search elsewhere for the ever-elusive yields required to meet their obligations.

10y Gov. Bonds yields - Europe and the US

The search for stable positive returnsThe search for stable positive returns

Source: PATRIZIA, Thomson DataStream, NCREIF, MSCI, July 2020
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 1 “World’s Rising Stock of Sub-Zero Debt Has Investors Adding Risk”, John Ainger and Tasos Vossos, 27 July 2020, Bloomberg. 
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-07-27/world-s-stock-of-negative-yield-debt-climbs-toward-2019-s-record

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-07-27/world-s-stock-of-negative-yield-debt-climbs-toward-2019-s-record
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Insurance companies have also gradually shifted their allocation to riskier assets. Even if the overall allocation 
to fixed income vs equities & private assets has stayed stable at roughly 80%/20% over the past 15 years, 
investments have shifted toward the lower end of the investment-grade category, particularly since 2012.

For example, S&P Global Market Intelligence2 reported in 2018 that the investment grade allocation of the top 
ten European insurers’ total assets has gradually shrunk in favour of non-investment-grade, unrated and other 
assets. BBB-rated assets made up 27.4% of the investment grade portion of the top ten European insurers’ 
portfolios in 2016, compared with less than 10% in 2009. Over the same period, AAA-rated assets fell to 19% 
from 42%.

Although this is partly to do with the shrinking availability of AAA-rated assets — a reflection of both changes in 
ratings and overall availability given central bank asset purchases — the trend has also been driven by a quest for 
better investment returns. In fact, so strong has been the swing away from fixed income investments that it may 
well be on the way of becoming a ‘dying asset class’.

US public pension fund portfolio allocation
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2 “Europe’s insurers stock up on riskier assets to combat low interest rates,” Adam Khan Mian and Ben Dyson, February 2018, S&P Global 
Market Intelligence. www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/trending/2eqqex0baxgmu1cwme-k9q2

The situation has become so dramatic that many market participants now suggest that the global bond 
market should be treated as ‘opportunistic’ rather than be a core part of a globally diversified multi-asset class 
investment portfolio. This is a huge departure from the traditional way of allocating pension and insurance 
capital, which historically had high allocations to highly rated debt as a counterweight to riskier assets. 

According to the Federal Reserve, US public pension funds have significantly decreased their allocations to 
fixed income, which now represent less than a quarter of their portfolio.

A dying asset class

https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/trending/2eqqex0baxgmu1cwme-k9q2
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Amongst the real estate sectors, we believe residential assets 
went into the COVID-19 crisis as a solid performer and will 
emerge even stronger from the pandemic. 

The US multifamily sector has been the go-to place for about 
25 years because it has offered attractive, risk-adjusted returns 
and relatively low volatility. But institutional residential assets 
in Europe have proved to be more resilient. For example, there 
was no dent in Europe during the dot.com bubble burst of 2000. 
Further, the compression of residential real estate investment 
yields has been steeper in the US since the GFC.

There’s no place like 
home for stable income

Callan Associates, a US-based pension consultant, recently analysed the portfolio composition needed to 
generate a 7.5% total return, the return necessary for US pensions funds to meet their long-term liability 
obligations. As can be seen from the graph below, fixed income would have delivered in 1995 and have largely 
contributed to ‘getting the job done’ in 2005. However, the role of fixed income has become minimal in the 
optimal asset mix since the GFC, to the benefit of real assets (real estate in particular) and private equity.

What is the alternative to fixed income?

Asset mix required to earn 7.5% total return p.a.
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European institutional investors face even more acute issues than their US counterparts as they confront a 
much larger stock of negative yielding investment grade bonds.
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Residential income return (%) – Europe and US
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The US sector wobbled again in the early days of 
the COVID-19 crisis. This is due to the impact of 
the pandemic on unemployment in the US, which 
has been massive, reaching 13.3% (US Bureau of 
Statistics, June 2020). In many European countries 
the current and expected effect on the job market  
is far less dramatic, so households are better able to 
meet rental liabilities. On average, rent collection in 
Europe was 10-15% above US levels mid-year 2020.

A diversified residential portfolio could be viewed as 
a good fixed income substitute with a higher yield 
spread. It offers a 250-300 basis point premium 
compared with an average ten-year government 
bond yield. 

In the US that spread is much thinner because  
the economy there has arguably been stronger,  
so long-dated bond yields flattened and even started 
increasing in the past few years. In addition, the 
compression of residential real estate investment 
yields has been steeper in the US since the global 
financial crisis.

European residential offers a heftier spread between income return and 10y Gov. Bond (bps)

Source: PATRIZIA, Thomson DataStream, NCREIF, MSCI, July 2020
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Why residential in Europe is the ideal 
real estate proxy for fixed income

The following analysis depicts the net operating income generated by a square metre of residential space in the 
main four European countries for residential investments. The approach is innovative and scans as far back as 
the 1990s.

Residential income unaffected by the GFC in 2008 or the Eurozone crisis of 2011-2013 
(NOI growth per sqm – base 100 in Jan. 1st, 2000)

Source: PATRIZIA, MSCI, July 2020

We can compare the above net operating income (NOI) performance of residential to the main commercial 
property type of offices, retail and logistics/industrial (see graph below). The remarkable feature is that 
residential NOI growth has remained incredibly stable compared with offices, retail and even logistics. 
What’s more, residential income has shown strong long-term resilience and significant outperformance 
since the GFC.

Long-term NOI performance by property type in Europe  
(Average NOI/sqm in Germany, France, Netherlands, Sweden)
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Finally, investors can also compare the total return of residential 
investments in Europe versus a basket of government bond yields. 
Unsurprisingly, residential outperforms overall time periods, but 
more importantly, the asset class shows remarkable stability, and 
even has less drawbacks than bond investments. Residential’s 
Sharpe ratio outperforms that of bonds over that period.

Government bonds vs. Residential - Total Return Index 
(Base 100 in 2000)
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Because the institutional residential investment 
market in Europe remains stable, some investors 
have started moving part of core allocations 
traditionally invested in commercial real estate into 
residential to create a more diverse exposure mix. 
Annual investment volumes deployed in residential 
have thus grown from €5bn in 2009 to €50.8bn 
in 2019, in other words from less than €100m per 
week to almost €1bn per week. 

Today, one in four euros invested in real estate 
in Europe is in residential, now considered a 
well-established and liquid property type. The 
countries offering strong liquidity in the sector are: 
Germany, the UK, the Nordics, Benelux, France and 
increasingly Southern Europe and CEE.
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COVID-19 will reinforce residential  
as an asset class

Residential has proven to be one of the most resilient property types during the pandemic, both in Europe 
and in other global markets. Residential has done exactly what it says on the tin. Investors have traditionally 
backed residential to access stable, predictable income and capital preservation with some form of inflation 
indexation over a cycle. Rent collection across residential portfolios in Europe between February and June 
2020 was surprisingly resilient and was even comparable to 2019, while tenant turnover was much lower 
than usual because of lockdown measures.

One of the reasons European residential proved resilient is that most residential investments there are 
financed by banks, and only a minority by other lending platforms, such as non-listed or private debt funds  
or conduits like collaterized loan obligations (CLOs). Such funding sources are more common in the US,  
and some of those alternative debt conduits were temporarily shut off during the COVID-19 crisis.

Housing for middle-income tenants in attractive cities have been particularly resilient investments thanks to 
the rent representing a reasonably low proportion of the tenants’ overall income. Rent, therefore, remains 
affordable. Meanwhile the investment market for residential property has held up well.

In addition, most development sites reopened quickly after a four to six-week delay and providers of 
development finance have proved willing to abide by terms already agreed. Going forward, development 
finance will be more difficult to obtain, particularly for property types seen as less resilient. But residential 
development is probably the strategy least affected, although it will also be impacted to some degree – 
which may create investment opportunities.



Looking ahead…
Post COVID-19 European residential markets offer investment opportunities 
across the risk spectrum

The sector offers a range of asset types and return profiles. These range from funds with existing assets that 
offer income stability and a very attractive income yield on day-one with a rich spread versus anything else 
that is fixed-income and secure, to forward fundings that enable investors to lock-in a risk-adjusted return 
premium but are arguably positioned higher up the risk curve.

We believe opportunities will emerge in both well-located assets in the best mid-market cities as well in 
selective forward fundings. Mixing both strategies offers the best long-term risk-adjusted returns. Before 
the pandemic development finance was relatively cheap, abundant and available at generous loan-to-value 
ratios. Developers were competing for land and some probably stretched their balance sheets to secure 
a pipeline of projects. Now, development finance will be scarcer, and developers’ existing lenders may be 
looking to de-risk.

Meanwhile demand from homebuyers is likely to be lower in places where unemployment has increased, so 
developers may seek institutional capital partners to sell part or all of their projects. PATRIZIA sees this as a 
phase for our funds to team up with developers and manufacture core products in locations that we favour.

To identify cities of value, PATRIZIA uses data-driven tools to analyse factors including demographics, 
economic performance, innovation and connectivity. We also rank them according to liquidity. This allows 
us to identify and categorise the most appealing: powerful cities such as Dublin, Munich, London and Paris; 
innovative cities like Amsterdam and Luxembourg; affordable cities that are rich in terms of income per 
inhabitant, but where residential rents and prices are relatively affordable, for example Aarhus or Eindhoven; 
and liquid cities like Leipzig and Salzburg, which may not immediately come to mind as first-tier destinations, 
but are very liquid from an institutional point of view.

To find out how the PATRIZIA Living Cities Index work visit www.patrizia.ag/en/campaign/growth/
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http://www.patrizia.ag/en/campaign/growth/
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Challenges investors need to overcome  
to reap the benefits of European 
residential markets

With over 500 million inhabitants, Europe is a larger market than the US by population, but only about a 
quarter of the housing stock is suitable for institutional investment. In addition, regulations and market 
dynamics are very local. Every investor needs to work with a manager that has people on the ground as  
it is a specialist market and sometimes more complex and detailed than commercial property investment.

Another challenge is centered on affordability and regulation. Rent control measures have recently created 
headwinds in Berlin, for example. That has had a minimal impact on our revenue streams, however, as we 
target assets where the rent is affordable for the tenant. 

A key goal for investment houses across Europe is to successfully communicate to governments and local 
authorities that by investing we are improving the existing stock and providing new housing to the market at 
sustainable rental levels. The main difficulty though, is sourcing good quality assets in the cities that you like.



Conclusion: Diversified residential  
is a solid bond-substitute for 
institutional investors 
European residential should be part of a diversified core real estate portfolio 
thanks to its total return stability and diversification potential. We also believe 
that European residential is more than an adequate proxy for the fixed 
income needs of institutional investors.

Over the past decades, residential investments have offered investors continuous NOI growth, which has  
not been the case for most other real estate asset types. The NOI growth of residential investments has  
also been significantly less volatile than commercial NOI (office, retail or industrial). In addition, the NOI  
of commercial sectors were negatively affected by the GFC, while residential remained ‘unaffected’. 

Finally, cumulative NOI growth since the early 2000s in residential has been higher compared with commercial 
investments (except for Sweden). The COVID-19 pandemic is unlikely to change this and may even reinforce 
the relative resilience position of the asset type. Our analysis has exhibited the following differences in 
income streams for a diversified European residential portfolio versus diversified investment grade fixed 
income portfolio:

Diversified residential Investment grade fixed income

Source: PATRIZIA, September 2020

• Generally stable income stream over time if 
market shows no oversupply as housing is a 
basic need

• Continuous growth of NOI over time due to 
rental increase

• Tenant rotation: limited rental loss (2% of 
income) more than compensated by NOI 
growth over time 

• ‘Inflation protection’ of income thanks to  
NOI growth

• Stable incomes stream over time

• No growth in income over the lifetime of the 
bond, as interest rate is fixed at time of the 
investment

• Secure income, thanks to government 
guarantee or very good covenant

• Nominal income stability but probable loss  
in real terms
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Investors traditionally seek out residential to access stable, 
predictable income and capital preservation with some form of 
inflation indexation over a cycle. European residential offers this, 
plus a range of asset types and return profiles. Our preferred 
strategy is to forward fund selective investment and secure a 
risk-adjusted return premium. This can then be combined with 
an income generating standing investment portfolio to benefit 
from stability and an attractive income yield from day one. 
This provides a high-yield spread versus anything else that is 
fixed-income and secure.

Finally, with inflation concerns rising, residential is a good natural 
hedge thanks to explicit rental indexation. For all these reasons, 
institutional investors should consider residential as a fixed 
income substitute.

European residential income streams offer 
characteristics that make this property type 
a good alternative to fixed income, including 
government bond investments, with returns 
that more than compensate for the lower 
liquidity compared with bond markets.

PATRIZIA has been investing in European residential  
real estate since the business was created 36 years ago.  
The German-headquartered manager’s funds and mandates 
include €11.5 billion of property in the sector, and it has 
transacted €12 billion of living space over the past six years.

Dr. Mahdi Mokrane joined PATRIZIA in January 2020 as Head of Investment Strategy 
and Research, overseeing PATRIZIA’s investment strategies, research and performance 
analytics. He works closely with the CIO in crafting PATRIZIA’s House View and serves 
on PATRIZIA’s Investment and Executive Committees.

Previously, Mahdi worked at LaSalle as Board Member where he led the European 
strategy and research team and served on LaSalle’s Debt & Special Situations and 
private equity real estate investment committees. Mahdi held leading roles at AEW, 
MSCI IPD, ESSEC Business School, and Caisse des Dépôts. He is also a regular 
keynote speaker.

Mahdi holds a Ph.D. in Economics and Finance from EHESS (France), a Masters in 
Financial Economics of Dauphine University, and is an active member MSCI IPD, 
INREV, EPRA and the RICS.
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